
PAGANI AUTOMOBILI AT THE 2022 EDITION OF MIMO
WITH THE HUAYRA R ON THE RACETRACK AND THE ONE-OFF HUAYRA NC

● Pagani Hypercars will be on display in the center of Milan and Monza from June 16th – 19th

● The Huayra R will be the protagonist on the Monza racetrack

● The cars on display: the Huayra NC, a one-off car made by the Pagani Special Projects Team, the Pagani Imola

and the Huayra Roadster BC

San Cesario Sul Panaro, June 8 2022 - From June 16th to 19th, Pagani will be among the protagonists of MIMO, The Milano Monza
Motor Show, the event that, for the second year, brings over 40 brands to the center of the capital of the Lombardy Region and the
Monza racetrack, the oldest track in Europe famous for hosting the Italian Grand Prix.

The San Cesario brand’s attendance takes on a significant meaning as Milan is a city very dear to Horacio Pagani, both for its
cosmopolitan character and as a city beloved by Leonardo Da Vinci, who even today, inspires work at the Pagani Atelier with his
belief that Art and Science can walk Hand in Hand. Some of DaVinci’s most famous works are safely kept in the heart of the
thriving metropolis.

Opening the event on June 16th at 7pm is the Premiere Parade, the highlight of MIMO's inaugural day. Horacio Pagani will lead the
parade this year aboard a Huayra Roadster BC, a limited series of 40 cars that just completed production.

This city's heart is the ideal setting to present the best of Pagani. Under the spotlight, the Huayra R, the latest born at the Atelier
of San Cesario. The car "sculpted in performance" will first be exhibited in Piazza Duomo. Then it will demonstrate all its power at
the other event venue, the Monza track, on Saturday, June 18th. It will be the first time fans can watch the Huayra R in a dynamic
display of design and performance. Emotions will be running high as the public can admire and appreciate the melody of this
naturally aspirated V12 at the "Temple of Speed" which, this year, turns 100. This exhibition, recalling the sound of Formula 1
races of years past, will take place on the same track that the great Juan Manuel Fangio, friend and source of inspiration to
Horacio Pagani, made entire generations dream thanks to his epic undertakings that made him a five time F1 world champion.

Eyes will also be on two other Pagani Hypercars. The Pagani Imola, a hypercar produced in just five units that takes its name from
the circuit on which its set up was fine-tuned; and the Huayra Roadster BC, a meticulously handcrafted Pagani that is a
combination of leading technology, the Pagani V12 engine which yields 800+ horsepower & over 1000 Nm of torque and
uncompromising safety all yielding an adrenaline-pumping driving experience.

The nearby Piazza Della Scala, another symbolic location in the Milanese city, will be the backdrop to the Huayra NC, a
one-of-a-kind coupé born from the collaboration between a very special client and the Pagani Special Projects Team, the division
dedicated to special projects and limited edition models.



In addition to an ad hoc configuration that includes color combinations and a livery dedicated to the shapes of this car, Huayra NC
is a street-legal Hypercar with a racing soul whose innovations concern both the structure, the bodywork and the mechanics with
the aim of increasing overall performance.
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